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Insidious Worm Makes Purchases 

On XstreetSL While Woman Slept 
T’BLISI, GEORGIA - A large backlog of 
inventory was re-queued for delivery this morning 
after a vicious worm attacked the XstreetSL servers 
with thousands of freebie requests.   The attack was 
traced by the FBI to a sleepy computer user 
somewhere in Georgia.   The Secret Police in 
T’blisi, Georgia replied to an enquiry by this 
reporter via email that it was not their Georgia, but 
that the FBI should look at Georgia, USA as the 
source of the vicious attack. 

Father Still Has Complicated 

Series Of Folders With Grown 

Sons Name On Them 
 TEXAS - A large collection of old folders was 
spotted on a hard drive by WavinggirlsAV Voom 
early one morning during a Gotomeeting session, 
causing much laughter when it was discovered that 
they belonged to the fathers’ grown son.  The 
folders and web pages were apparently created in 
1600 X 1400 resolution many years ago. 

 
Bird Flies Away While Noobs Watch 

 
A small, black hummingbird with gold feet was spotted 
on a security video camera zooming past the owner, 
Wavinggirlsav Voom, when noob admirers were 
distracting her.  The bird was last seen flying under the 
archway to the Proton dome in Phaze Demesnes.  The 
bird failed to return to the owner’s inventory and was 
lost.   
 
A reward of $10,000 Lindens was promptly offered by 
Ferd’s Dairy Farm for any information that could leave 
to the recovery of the bird and the script inside it.    

 

 
Immy  

Homeless person 
“My temp-on-rez skybox 
fits any sandbox and it 
never gets returned. Who 
needs land?” 

 
Beo  

Tattoo parlor owner 

"Trying to save these 
poor souls from extreme 
poverty by giving away 
land is silly. Next they’ll 
want free health care!“ 

 
Kinky Kitty  

Sandbox owner 

“Lindens?  Never seen 
one.  They should police 
my sandbox more. I am 
always out of prims” 

Linden Lab To Give Away Linden Land 
 Lindens announced a new program to give land and a home to any user 
who signs up for a premium account. What do you think? 

 
Doler Matova 

Hot Skin designer 

"Look, these people are 
semi-educated at best. 
So we can't expect them 
to fully comprehend the 
seriousness of their 
actions." 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Dear Abby: How Can I 

Manage My Second Life 

Washing? …. On Page 2 

 

IIIInternational nternational nternational nternational NewsNewsNewsNews    
Dubai Sim World Cancels 

Expansion Plans 
Dubai World Sims has cancelled plans to make the 
largest pile of prims in Second Life due to the 
economic crisis.  It was reported today that all of the 
prims in the Dubai sim were found abandoned at the 
airport after being driven there by what Dubai World 
authorities called ‘prim drift’.  Lindens have always 
denied that prim drift can occur.  They claimed that 
the ‘slam bit’ had not been set. “They should have 
been rezzing the prims in-world”, said Anonymous 
Linden.  According to A Linden, contract workers 
from Iran set the Dubai World prim permissions in 
inventory, instead. 
Special Report Inside: 
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Using Was Once Used To Beat 

Cow To Death 
PHOENIX, AX – a noob user to Second Life was 
spotted sitting on a chair in the Phaze Demesnes 
sim that was made from a prim that was once used 
to beat a cow to death.  The creator of the prim, 
Ferd Frederix, denies involvement.  “Any user can 
take one of my giant prims and make them into an 
object of death”, he said.  “Lots of people have 
collections of old prims to get around my 
copyrights too!”, he claimed. 

Afghan Sim Owner Unsure Which 

Sim to Set Home To 
KABUL, AFGHANISTAN—As late as the third call 
to prayer Wednesday afternoon, Afghan warlord 
Nahalla Mbwebwe Tooki-Tooki had still not 
determined which sim—Taliban sim or U.S.A sim, to 
set his home rez point to.    “I suppose I should just 
pick whichever one strikes my fancy. Either way, I 
make a lot of money, no? What a glorious day to be 
alive!", Mbwebwe Tooki-Tooki said.  After much 
thought, Tooki-Tooki decided to keep his Home point 
at the Hanja gateway for sentimental reasons, and to 
capitalize on the heroin trade there.  

4 Billion Second Life Premium Users 

Discovered In China 
Linden Lab announced today that there is a potential 
of signing up 4 billion Chinese once the firewall to 
Second Life is reconfigured to pass through Googles’ 
gateway into China.   “This should give the Open 
Source community fits”, announced M Linen, in a 
press release that was immediately blocked by a 
Chinese firewall. 

 

Mischievous Raccoon Wreaks Havoc 

On International Space Station 
ABOVE SPACEPORT ALPHA – A mysterious furry 
visitor to the Space Station was reported to have 
trashed the place up with blingy particles and a sound 
screamer hidden behind the scale-sized AE-35 unit 
from Urbana, Indiana. It was eventually located inside 
the toilet module from Japan.  It took scientists nearly 
an hour to defuse the toilet due to the delicate high-
tech circuitry inside.     

 

 
UFO In Phaze Demesnes 
PHAZE DEMESNES - SL 
A large UFO was spotted in the Phaze 
Demesnes sim in Second Life today.  The  
UFO community was buzzing with the news. 
“At last, we have 100% proof that UFO’s really 
exist!”, said Marvin Hornswoggle, as he 
checked his camera and Windlight settings to 
get the best possible photograph. 


